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Bristol to New York sea link
ended up dead in the water

Did a case of mistaken identity lead to death of famous actor?

Mystery of movie star
and downed Bristol flight

Bristol writer Rob
Wallace tells Bristol
Times about the Brunel
documents which he
discovered while
researching his latest
novel.
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both countries out of the war.
Travelling with Howard was his
business manager, Alfred Chenhalls,
who bore more than a passing resemblance to Winston Churchill,
even down to the large cigars.
Lisbon was alive with both allied
and axis spies at this time, on the
lookout for noteworthy travellers.
As Bristol-bound passengers had

● One of the KLM Ibis planes

walked past the Lufthansa offices en
route to their aircraft, it is thought
the Germans may have mistaken
Chenhalls for Churchill.
Also travelling that day was a mining engineer, Ivan Sharp, who had
been commissioned by the British
government to purchase Wolfram, or
tungsten, for the war effort.
Another passenger was Wilfrid Is-

rael, an activist campaigning to save
fellow Jews from the Holocaust.
While there has been much conjecture as to why the aircraft was shot
down, the reality is that the service
was probably as useful to the Nazis as
it was to the British.
In fact, the commander responsible
for the action later claimed it was a
terrible mistake.
The Luftwaffe pilots that morning
had seen a twin engine plane in British camouflage markings flying towards them and commenced an
attack.
Once the mistake was realised it
was immediately called off – but by
then, of course, it was too late.
No trace of the passengers, crew or
wreckage was ever found.
The incident has been well documented in Ian Colvin’s book, Flight
777: The Mystery of Leslie Howard
first published in 1957.
Leslie Howard’s son, Ronald, also
refers to the incident in his book In

Search of my Father, published in
1987.
Colvin carried out an exhaustive
investigation into the incident, interviewing former Luftwaffe personnel to try to discover just why a
civilian aircraft was targeted, and
who ordered its destruction.
Flight 777: The Mystery of Leslie
Howard is now available from Pen
and Sword.
Re-published on the 70th anniversary year of the wartime
tragedy, it has a new introduction and
updated notes based on information
that has since become available from
recently opened National Archive
files.
Official
records
relating
to
Howard’s estate were originally classified until 1980, but have since been
re-classified and will remain closed
until 2056.
For more information about the
book phone 01226 734555 or email
enquiries@pen-and-sword.co.uk.
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Whitchurch Airport
AT the start of the Second World
War, in 1939, Whitchurch Airport –
just three miles from the city centre
– became the country’s main air
gateway to the rest of the free
world.
When the Netherlands and
France fell to the Nazis, the airport
became even more important.
After being requisitioned by the
Air Ministry, the airport was
declared a restricted area.
Planes belonging to Imperial
Airways and British Airways Ltd
(later BOAC) were sent to
Whitchurch where they undertook
air-transport work.
Increased security included
barbed-wire fencing and Air
Ministry police posts.
Historian Ken Wakefield, an
authority on the subject, said: “It
was a closely-guarded secret.

“At the time, news reports
covering the arrival of VIPs
mentioned only an aerodrome
‘somewhere in the West Country’,
although many people must have
guessed it was Whitchurch.”
Prime Minister Winston Churchill,
US First Lady Eleanor Roosevelt
and entertainer Bing Crosby were
just some of the VIPs who passed
through Bristol.
Churchill would travel down from
London by car and the stay at The
Grand Hotel in Broad Street
overnight, awaiting a flight to the
US. With neutral Portugal the key,
many important trips were taken by
military top brass and diplomats on
the Bristol-Lisbon-North America
route.
Part of the Whitchurch Airport
site is now housing and trading
estates.

MY mystery story, Brunel’s Vision:
One Single Ticket, revolves around an
original concept – a continuous journey by rail and sea from London to
New York.
Travelling via Bristol, utilising the
iron road of the Great Western Railway and the groundbreaking,
iron-hulled and screw-propelled ss
Great Britain, nothing as bold as this
had been proposed before.
Because of local politics, and the
tidal problems associated with the
River Avon, Brunel decided that a
solution to the journey lay in a
deep-water pier at Portbury, with a
railway spur from Temple Meads.
Although the idea of having a port
outside the city boundaries had been
suggested before, no engineer had
come up with a proposal which was
practical.
Brunel’s bold concept led, in 1846, to
the establishment of the Portbury
Pier and Railway Company, which,
with a capital of £200,000 – a fortune
then – would have enabled Bristol to
take a serious stake in the lucrative
transatlantic steam trade.
After an Act of Parliament had been
passed, the scheme was all set to go
ahead.
Had it come to fruition it would
have provided a route not only for the
growing numbers emigrating to
North America but also for the
sought-after Post Office contract and
valuable cargoes such as tobacco.
So why was it abandoned in 1852,
seemingly without explanation?
By the time Avonmouth docks were
finally opened in 1877, many vital
years of trade had been lost to the
canny merchants of Liverpool and
their American counterparts, great
rivals to the commercial interests of
Bristol.
To try to discover a possible explanation I consulted Latimer’s Annals Of Bristol for 1837.
The historian wrote: “On April 8
the Great Western left King Road
(Portbury) for America.
“Before her departure however, an
adroit scheme was devised in other
quarters to deprive the city of the
credit which was undoubtedly due to
its undertaking.
“A large steamer called the Sirius,
usually plying between London and
Cork, was dispatched, under Liverpool orders, from the Thames to New

● This lithograph shows what Brunel's harbour and pier at Portbury might
have looked like
York. She left on April 4, having a head
start over the Great Western of four
days and over 250 miles.
“Not withstanding those advantages, the race was very close.
“The Sirius arrived at Sandyhook
at midnight on April 22 but she did not
reach New York until midday on April
23.
“The Great Western arrived two
hours later, with 80 tons of coal on
board.

● The railway route to Portbury is
laid out clearly in the plans
“The result of the experiment had
been awaited with intense interest in
America; and both were greeted with
enthusiasm by the New Yorkers.
“The superiority of the Bristol ship
was manifest, and it was again attested by the return voyage.
“The Sirius left on May 1 and
reached England on May 18. The
Great Western, with 66 passengers
and 20,000 letters, started on May 7
and she arrived in Bristol on May
22.”
With the practicability of steam
navigation across the Atlantic established, the policy which should have
been adapted by the Corporation of
Bristol now seems blatantly obvious –
a weekly service between Bristol and
New York – shorter than Liverpool by
a day.
We now know that the proposal of
the Portbury pier and railway would
have been a huge boon for Bristol and
its transatlantic trade.
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If you think about it, London, Bristol and New York lie a straight line.
We will never know the exact reasons why the scheme was abandoned.
Vested interests, rivalry, financial irregularities and the inexplicable
under-subscription of the second
round of shares all, no doubt, played
their part.
Despite this there were two documents I needed to get my hands on in
order to try to get closer to the truth.
The first was the “Portbury Pier
and Railway Company, Plan and Section 1845. Engineer – IK Brunel”.
Surely these original documents
could not have survived intact for 168
years. How on earth would we find
one?
Nobody even seemed to know about
them, let alone where they were located.
My old friend Stuart Amesbury
began the hunt, searching websites,
old auction catalogues and museum
databases.
His tenacity finally paid off when
he found one, via Bristol antiquarian
bookseller Steve Liddle.
This document shows Brunel’s projected branch line leaving the Bristol
and Exeter Railway at Bedminster,
going through Southville, passing
Clift House and the Rownham ferry
and going on to Portishead and the
planned pier.
And a Joseph Walters lithograph
shows Brunel’s proposed floating
pier, landing place and steam-packet
harbour at Portbury.
Portishead’s Royal Hotel – openedin 1830 – can be seen clearly to the
left-hand side, in the distance.
The second document, equally elusive but just as important, was one
detailing the abandonment of the
scheme in 1852.
I would like to thank Eleni Papavasileiou, curator of the library and
archive at the ss Great Britain Trust,
and the staff for their help in my
research.
They showed kindness and patience.
It is my intention to donate the documents to the trust once my
Brunel-centred story has been commissioned successfully.
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Services operated to Lisbon, North
Africa, and Gibraltar with flights to
America being staged through the
Azores.
The Bristol and Wessex Aeroplane
Club was engaged in training military pilots here and the site became a
hub for the ATA – the Air Transport
Auxiliary.
Besides this, the BAC built Beaufighter aircraft on the south side of
the airfield.
Portugal
remained
neutral
throughout the war and KLM operated regular flights to a newly opened
airport in Lisbon.
The service was used by both sides
for the exchange of prisoners, but
spies were also known to use the
route.
Allied airmen who had managed to
evade capture made their through
France, over the Pyrenees, and then
through Spain and Portugal before
being flown back to the UK via Lisbon.
Flying to Portugal – or anywhere
else in wartime for that matter – was
not easy, with permission having to
be sought through the Air Ministry.
Check-in was at the Grand Hotel in
Broad Street, with the trip to the
airport being taken in a bus, allegedly
with blacked-out windows, right up to
the aircraft’s steps where passengers
were then led on to the aircraft.
KLM carried 4,000 passengers, almost without incident, until June
1,1943.
Two earlier attacks on their DC3
aircraft (named Ibis) had been successfully evaded by skilful flying by
the Dutch crew.
However on that fateful summer’s
day Ibis was attacked by a raft of
German fighters for which the passenger plane was no match.
The plane quickly succumbed to a
hail of machine gun bullets and cannon shells, catching fire before losing
control and crashing into the sea with
the loss of 13 passengers and four
crew members.
The reason for this particular incident has never been satisfactorily
explained.
Travelling on Flight 777 was the
actor Leslie Howard, who had recently starred in The First of the Few,
a film documenting the life of Reginald Mitchell, who had designed
the Spitfire.
The film had just been released
throughout Spain and Portugal and it
was later claimed that the actor had
been engaged in secret talks with
these governments aimed at keeping
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